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Abstract
The quality of classification systems is usually measured in cor-
rect classification performance: compare the predicted classes
of test items with their predefined classes (ground truth). This
paper discusses a number of requirements and considerations
that are important for a proper design of a ground truth database
in the context of music classification. Two examples will show
how the recommendations can be translated into concrete deci-
sions to be taken and instructions to be followed during the de-
sign process. This paper will not provide an universal method-
ology for setting up a ground truth for any music classification
system; it rather intends to give handles that help in building a
reliable quality reference for such systems.

1. Introduction
Current internet technologies and storage capacities allow users
to get and store large amounts of music and multimedia content
on consumer devices. At the same time the size of such de-
vices and their user interfaces are decreasing. Automatic music
classification based on audio signals can provide a core technol-
ogy for developing tools that help users to manage and browse
their collections of music content. Such systems first extract ap-
propriate features from an audio signal and then send these to
a pattern recognition stage, which assigns the input signal to a
pre-defined class by using a statistical classification method.

It is well known that the right combination of extracted fea-
tures and the chosen classification method are important factors
for a high recognition performance. In literature many research
reports on music classification focus on these two issues: fea-
ture extraction and classification performance measurements.
Though authors describe their collected training and test mate-
rial, we rarely observe detailed descriptions ofhowthey defined
their ground truths. In the context of classification systems, the
design of a ground truth comprises both how the classes are de-
fined and how the training and test material is assigned to the
classes. On the one hand, the ground truth contains the data that
is used for training the desired classification algorithm. On the
other hand, the ground truth also forms the reference on which
the system will be evaluated. Notice that in automatic classifi-
cation, training and test data must not be the same material, but
they should come from the same domain, meaning that both are
disjunct subsets of a common ground truth.

In this workshop contribution we want to address the issue
of obtaining a ground truth in more detail. Sections 2 and 3
will provide a structured overview and a general description of
the important points during the design process. Sections 4 and
5 will present our approaches of building a ground truth for a)
music genre classification and b) music mood classification. We
will describe in detail how to incorporate the recommendations
of Sections 2 and 3 into the design processes and we will share

our experience in these processes. Finally, Section 6 closes with
conclusions and some general remarks.

2. Requirements to a ground truth
Jekosch defines perceptual quality as“the result of the judgment
of a perceived constitution of an entity with regard to its de-
sired constitution”[1]. This definition of quality can be adapted
to the quality of music classification systems, which is usually
measured in terms of correct classification performance: Com-
pare the estimated classes reflecting the “perceived” – or in this
context say better “observed” – constitution of the system with
a pre-defined ground truth reflecting the “desired” constitution
of the system. Thus the design of a ground truth is an important
quality determining issue, since it serves as the “100 % refer-
ence”. We can identify the design requirements for a proper
ground truth from two different perspectives.

From a classification point of view, the defined classes
should be well grounded and internally consistent, and for many
classification techniques also distinct.

“Well grounded” means that there is a clear correspondence
between the definition of a class and the elements of the ground
truth that constitute the class. In the case of music mood clas-
sification for example, one should avoid defining two classes
describing very similar emotions such asjittery musicandner-
vous music, if it is not clear which music tracks of the ground
truth shall be defined as jittery and which as nervous.

“Internally consistent” means that the data in each class rep-
resents the “core” of the class: There must not be items in the
ground truth, which contain characteristics of two or more of
the defined classes.

“Distinct” means that for each class a set of items exist in
the ground truth that are exclusively assigned to that class. In
music genre classification for instance, one should not define
two classesHard RockandClassic Hard Rock, if Classic Hard
Rockis supposed to be a subgenre ofHard Rock.

From an application point of view, users should have a clear
and common understanding of the classes and the data in the
classes should reflect the user’s opinions. For instance a mu-
sic genre classifier should not assign music to the classRockif
users would assign it toReggae. But also a music mood classifi-
cation system, for instance, should not consider a classstressful
musicif it turns out from user tests that there is no agreement
among users whatstressful musicmight be.

One can argue that the requirements of the first perspective
defines more a pure technical quality, while the second point
of view addresses more the perceptual quality of a classifica-
tion system. However, one should try to combine the require-
ments of both perspectives when designing the ground truths
for a classification algorithm. The underlying idea is that the
ground truth avoids class definitions that would be technically
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hard to classify on the one hand and that would be rejected by
users on the other hand.

3. Design process of a ground truth
Above mentioned requirements point out that designing a
ground truth comprises two steps: class definition and material
selection.

At first glance, step number one, the class definition, ap-
pears to be trivial because it is, in principle, simply an arbitrary
decision or choice. However, in order to fulfill the requirements
mentioned in the previous section, some effort should be made
during this step. In the context of music classification, a num-
ber of concrete questions and issues that can help in that process
are:

• Feasibility of audio analysis:
Is it likely that our classes can be identified only analyz-
ing the audio or do these classes differ in characteristics,
which are not reflected in the music content? Example:
Is it feasible to try to classify music according to the pro-
duction studios, especially if the considered studios pro-
duce the same type of music with the same state of the
art equipment?

• Domain coverage:
Do our classes cover all (or at least the most important)
facets users are interested in? Example: Before setting
up a ground truth for music mood, we have to ensure that
our mood classes cover all or at least the most important
emotions that users would use as a search criterium. For
instance we need the mood classescalmandenergeticif
users indeed use a criterium such as“Do I want to hear
now calm music or energetic music?”

• Understanding:
Will users understand and agree with our class defini-
tions? This issue is not only about naming a class but
also about the concept behind the class, which should be
shared by the users. Example: It does not make sense
to define a classHard Music intended to group all mu-
sic that is fast and contains distortion sounds. We may
expect that users most familiar withHardcore Techno
Music (fast, dominating distorted & synthetic drum in-
struments, no singing) interpret the class ”Hard Music”
differently than people who are more familiar withHard-
core Punk Music(fast, real drum set, dominating dis-
torted guitars, singing/screaming voice).

• Time scale:
Can we define our classes for whole music pieces, or
can we only define them for shorter excerpts of music?
Because our classes refer to characteristics, which can
change during a piece of music. Example: Does it make
sense to classify whole orchestral symphonies in classes
of different tempo categories, since the tempo usually
changes within a symphony? Does it not make more
sense to apply tempo classes only on individual parts
(e.g. the movements) of the symphony?

• Characteristics:
What are the (musical) characteristics that define our
classes? We have to know this, in order to select proper
material for the ground truth database. Example: If we
want use a classPop music, we have to identify which
musical characteristics are typical for that category. Sim-
ply the fact thatPop musicis music that appears on the

Top Ten charts is likely insufficient because there is quite
some music in the charts which are quite prototypical for
other genres.

• Subclasses:
Are our classes compact enough in order to get a good
classification model, or are they so diverse that it might
be better to identify and organize them in subclasses,
for which we can train specialized classification models?
Example: Many main music genres consist of a large
number of subgenres, styles and directions. The term
Rock musicin general can stand forRock’n’Roll, Hard
Rock, Heavy Metal, Punkand so on. SinceRock’n’Roll
musicdiffers quite a lot fromHeavy Metal, it might be
better to use a hierarchical classification approach: first
classify a music track in terms of one of these subgenres
(Rock’n’Roll, Heavy Metal) and second match the cho-
sen class to the global genre (Rock).

The second step in designing a ground truth database, the ma-
terial selection, is quite critical. For music classification the
requirements of the previous section demand that for the choice
of music tracks a number of concrete issues have to be taken
into account:

• Characteristics: The tracks have to contain those musical
characteristics that have been identified as class defining.

• Class consistency: Only tracks that really fit into the
range of the defined class should be considered. Tracks
that comprise characteristics of more than one class must
not be chosen.

• Class completeness: The tracks should represent the
class completely. For those classes that are quite broad
or diverse, we have to ensure that the whole range of
characteristics that define the class is represented by the
tracks. Be aware that this can be a critical trade-off be-
tween covering all aspects of a class (collecting the max-
imum allowed variety of tracks) and still staying within
the class (avoiding mixtures of classes).

in addition to these the two steps there are some other issues
that should be considered during the design process:

• Expert vs. user centric approach:
Principally one can ask “experts” or users to define the
classes and/or to select the music material. One should
consider the advantages and disadvantages of both pos-
sibilities. The advantage of involving experts is that
they can identify the class determining characteristics
and will choose the material accordingly. However, there
is a chance that the expert’s opinion might not reflect the
user’s opinion. For instance an expert with an older age
might not be aware of more recent developments within
a genre, might not be aware that the younger generation
uses terms differently (e.g.Soul musicrefers to a cer-
tain R&B musicof the 70th, but this term is also used
for romanticR&B of the 90th, which sounds quite dif-
ferent). Asking users to perform the class definition and
material selection inverts the advantages and disadvan-
tages of asking experts. While the users would provide
a good insight into their expectations of the classes, it
might happen, that they choose material based on crite-
ria other than the musical characteristics that determine
the class. In the context of music genres for instance,
users might select all tracks of Madonna asPop music,
because it is known that Madonna is a “Pop star”, even if
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the tracks use characteristics of other music genres such
asElectronica/Technoas in her more recent productions.

• Sources of definition:
Closely related to the issue above is the question of what
information sources one could or should take. Obvi-
ously when asking experts, their domain knowledge is
the main source. Nevertheless using external sources
such as web fora, literature, music services and press
etc. can be helpful in extending or reviewing their class
definitions. Involving users in the design process can be
done in two ways: Either one asks them directly to do the
class definition and material selection or one uses a sub-
jective experiment in which user ratings on music items
are used for the track selection.

• Material quality:
From a classification point of view, the audio quality of
the ground truth tracks has to cover the whole range of
audio quality that can be expected in the application do-
main. If the training material comprises only high qual-
ity material for instance, but the classification algorithm
is confronted with low quality audio material, there is a
high chance that the classification will fail. In such a case
the feature space for the high quality content might be
different than for the low quality content, which would
not be covered by the classification model.

4. Ground truth for music genre
classification

4.1. Domain description

From a musicological point of view, we know that genre is a
multidimensional and fuzzy distinction. People use the term
genre to refer to both musicalstyle and function. For exam-
ple, Jazzis a term to describe a musical style, whileChristmas
Music is more of a functional genre description and says very
little about the actual style. We are more likely able to automat-
ically evaluate genres based on musical style than those based
on function or association.

A further complication is that much music tends to fall be-
tween genres or contains aspects of more than one genre. Nev-
ertheless, there exist commonly used labels for musical styles
that are frequently used to search, navigate, and/or describe mu-
sic. It is not uncommon for pairs of terms (or more) to be used
when describing music that falls between genres.

Finally, musical style can be characterized through many
different aspects, including global song structure, rhythm, and
instrumentation. These aspects should be kept in mind when
defining the genre classes for our database.

4.2. Other approaches

The most detailed discussion of how people define their music
genre ground truth database that we have found is given by Pa-
chet et al. [2]. Their approach is to group music tracks based
on “descriptors”, whereasgenreis one descriptor next to oth-
ers such as maininstrumentation, voice type, tempoor rhythm,
but alsodanceability, audience, etc. In other words they have
developed a genre taxonomy in which each genre is described
by the other descriptors. Pachet et al. followed four objectives
when they developed their genre taxonomy:

• Objectivity: To describe a genre, use the differences to
other genres in terms of the descriptors mentioned above.

• Independency: If a genre candidate differs only in one of
the other descriptors, consider not making a new genre1

• Similarity: Explicitly describe the similarities and differ-
ences between two linked genres.

• Consistency/Evolutivity: The taxonomy is hierarchically
organized. Starting from several “root” genres Pachet
et al. further subdivide them, taking into account that
many genres emerged from others. In cases where the
origins of a genre came from multiple genres, Pachet et
al. decided for one main father genre. Consistency is
achieved by applying the design objectives uniformly.

Pachet et al. described a way, how to organize music genres sys-
tematically, which they used for annotating a database of 5000
titles. The paper does not give further details on how the titles
are annotated.

Another database from Tzanetakis et al. [3] comprised 10
music genres (two of them having further subgenres) plus three
speech classes. They addressed the issue of material quality by
collecting tracks from radio transmissions, Audio-CDs and de-
coded mp3-files. Unfortunately they don’t give further details
on their track selection despite stating that“An effort was made
to ensure that the training sets are representative of the corre-
sponding musical genres.”

Other researchers [4, 5, 6] did not assign class names to
tracks using own criteria. Instead they used the genre definitions
from an external source (Allmusic Guide [7]).

Baumann et al. [8] first used also an external source (CDDB
[9]) for a genre ground truth, but later found the genre tags to
have insufficient quality and replaced them by a manual genre
labelling. Unfortunately the paper does not describe in further
detail how Baumann et al. conducted the manual labelling.

McKinney et al. [10] briefly mentions our old approach of
collecting a database for audio and music classification. There
we asked two volunteers to listen to and classify 1000 tracks
as belonging to one of 21 pre-defined classes. In addition,
each track was rated with a score ranging from 1-10 as to how
good an example it was for its category. From these labels, a
“quintessential” database was extracted consisting of 455 tracks
using the following criteria:

• The class labels of both volunteers were the same.

• The rating of each track was larger than a minimum cri-
teria (7.0).

• The maximum number of tracks from the same album or
artist was 2.

4.3. Current method

By using our own new method as an example, we intend to show
how the recommendations from the previous sections can be
filled with concrete decisions and instructions. The⇒ symbol
indicates the issue from Section 3 to which each method step
refers. The ground truth method comprised:

1. Work with genres based on musicalstyle.
⇒ Feasibility of audio analysis

2. Choose genres (of western music) that are well known in
order to maximize usability:Blues, Classical, Country,
Electronica, Folk, Hip-Hop, Jazz, Latin, Pop, R&B, Reg-
gae, Rock.
⇒ Understanding

1Pachet et al. discuss how to deal with the independence criterion
and the objectivity criterion because they can actually contradict: When
are the differences enough to define a new genre, and when not?
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3. Assemble a panel of experts for each genre who have
a common and clear understanding of the genre, have a
musical background and are critical listeners.
⇒ Expert centric approach

4. When available, up to three experts worked together on
a genre, and they used, in addition to their own domain
knowledge, external information sources, e.g. [7, 11].
⇒ Domain coverage, class completeness

5. One instruction we gave to the experts was:Do not limit
the selection of tracks to those in your personal collec-
tions. Please think outside of your own collection.This
is important because the database should not be biased
by any single user collection. With that we wanted to
minimize the danger that the expert’s opinion does not
coincide with the general user’s opinion.
⇒ Domain coverage, class completeness

6. For each genre, generate a set of (on the order of 5)
subgenres and subsubgenres if possible in a hierarchical
structure. This structure allows us to easily scale up or
down the resolution of the our genre classifier, depending
on the ability of our feature space to accurately represent
the genres and subgenres.
⇒ Subclasses

7. Write clear definitions of the genres and subgenres from
a musicological perspective, which we can use to design
features and methods for extracting those features.
⇒ Characteristics

8. The database should include only prototypical examples
of each subgenre and not mixtures of genres/subgenres.
⇒ Characteristics, Class consistency

9. Specify 50 songs per subgenre (∼250-300 songs per
genre).
⇒ Class completeness

10. Limit number of tracks per artist in a subgenre to 2.
⇒ Domain coverage, class completeness

11. The main application domain for this database is music
playlist generation and collection browsing. Therefore
we decided to restrict to high quality content. However,
we expected to collect up to 3000 tracks, thus we decided
for a compressed format that is supposed to have trans-
parent quality: mp3 format (MPEG1 Layer 3) with a bit
rate of 192 kbit/s (Stereo), using a high quality encoder
(LAME [12] or Fraunhofer [13]).
⇒ Material quality

During the whole process, we emphasized the efforts in collect-
ing prototypical music tracks for each genre. Knowing that one
can argue about genre names, we intended in this way to ob-
tain classes that were internally consistent enough that if people
do not completely agree on the name of a (sub-)genre, they at
least understand and accept the class due to the music pieces
assigned to it. With that approach - especially by using experts
- we aimed at a well grounded and internally consistent ground
truth. Furthermore we focussed on designing classes that are
distinct. For instance experts merged sub styles that were so
close that a distinction from a musicological point of view was
hardly possible.

4.4. Experience

This subsection discusses briefly some issues and problems that
occurred during the definition and material collection process.

Though the experts - (former) colleagues who arevery fa-
miliar with their assigned music genre - tried to follow the in-
structions as strictly as possible, we realized that it was difficult
to apply exactly the same procedure for the 12 different music
genres.

First, for some music genres we found no real “expert”, for
other genres only one, for some even three experts, leading to
different working processes. Groups of experts working on a
genre optimized their contribution by discussion and merged
mutually extending knowledge, while experts working alone on
a genre relied only on their own knowledge plus information
from external sources. In those cases where we did not find a
real expert, small groups of people who had some insight into
the genre worked together in order to obtain the best possible
contribution to the ground truth.

Second the general characteristics of individual genres
forced us and the experts to decide for the most convenient
way of defining classes and selecting tracks. One example for
slightly deviating from the planned approach was our method
to compile thePopgenre. Though other genres are ambiguous
as well,Pop musicis even more ill-defined, because in different
periods it used many musical characteristics from other “pure”
genres. Due to that high ambiguity ofPop, we decided to com-
bine the expert based approach with a user centric method: An
expert prepared a list of candidatePopsongs which three sub-
jects evaluated on a scale from 0 (noPop at all) to 10 (really
Pop). Then the highest rated songs were taken and in a sec-
ond round the subjects had to assign these titles to one of five
defined subgenres forPop music.

An interesting observation is that sometimes tracks that are
associated as very important for a genre do not have to be - from
a musical point of view - the most prototypical tracks of that
genre. In fact this observation makes sense because well-known
artists usually reach a broader public by slightly loosening the
“pure” characteristics of a subgenre. Though this does not hold
always, less known music tracks might therefore be even more
prototypical than those tracks most people associate with the
genre.

For practical reasons and time issues we relaxed some of
the minor restrictions. Here we mainly allowed also lower au-
dio quality than originally specified, especially when the ma-
terial was already available in other databases we have. For
time reasons we compiled a preliminary version of the database
in which some subgenres contained less than 50 tracks. But we
ensured that the database contained at least 100 songs per genre.

Summarizing the above mentioned points we see that it can
happen quite fast that both practical issues and the nature of
some genres can force us to act with some flexibility regard-
ing the planned process. From a methodological point of view
one should avoid such deviations of course. But if one is en-
countering such issues due to practical reasons or external cir-
cumstances, one has to decide very carefully, how far one can
deviate from the planned process - which is intended to fulfill
the requirements of a valid ground truth - and how much restric-
tions and criteria can be loosened.

5. Ground truth for music mood
classification

Applications such as music download services [7] or audio
players [14] allow music collection browsing using “mood” as
another search criterium next to music genre. Again automatic
classification techniques aiming at predicting the music’s mood
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could decrease the effort in providing the metadata that is re-
quired for such applications. Our efforts aimed at obtaining a
music mood ground truth using emotion describing adjectives,
such assad, happyetc.

5.1. Domain description

Definition of music mood:With the term music mood we refer
to the emotions that people experience when they listen to music
or that people associate with the music. In psychology differ-
entiations are made between “emotion” (short but strong expe-
rience) and “mood” (longer and less strong experience). The
term “affect” is also used - among other definitions - to com-
prise both concepts. In addition one can distinguish between
“affect attribution” of music and “affect induction”. Affect attri-
bution means a subjective description of music in terms of emo-
tions without indicating whether the subject really experiences
these emotions, affect induction refers to an emotional involve-
ment that a subject actually experiences when listening to the
music. For instance, “arousing” describes an affect induction
while “energetic” is an affect attribution. A more detailed dis-
cussion about these concepts can be found for instance in [15].
However, we decided not to make this distinctions, but trying to
work on a ground truth for music mood at a conceptual “level”
of understanding that users have. The idea behind this decision
is that our final target is a music mood classification application
for users, which are likely not interested in the details of the
mentioned concepts and differences used in psychology.

Subjectivity of mood:The sense of automatic mood clas-
sification is often criticized because the emotional meaning in
music is highly subjective and depends on various factors. How-
ever, Lu et al. [16] discussed that musical sounds, patterns or
structures can have inherent emotional expression and that there
is a certain agreement on the music’s mood within a given con-
text (such as western classical music) and they showed with
their experiments that mood classification is in principle pos-
sible.

5.2. Other approaches

Lu et al. [16] set up a mood classification system that defined
four mood categories: Contentment (quiet & happy), Depres-
sion (quiet & tense), Exuberance (energetic & happy), Anx-
ious/Frantic (energetic & tense). These categories referred
to each quadrant of a two-dimensional model of affect [17].
Though the precise naming of these two dimensions differs
in literature, their basic meaning is always similar. The first
dimension reflectsenergy/arousal, the second one describes
stress/pleasure.

For the material selection, Lu et al. limited their choice
to western classical music but ensured diversity in sub-styles
(choir, orchestra, piano and string quartet). They followed an
expert centered approach. Three experts selected 20 second
long music excerpts and assigned them into one of the four
mood classes. Only if all three experts agreed on the class, a
music excerpt was added to their database in order to ensure
consistency. Lu et al. mentioned also that the annotation was
based on the perception of the experts and not on music expres-
sion or compositional intension, respectively.

Another study from Leman et al. [15] did not try to directly
classify mood categories. Instead they modelled, using linear
regression, a three dimensional cartesian affect space (mood
space) based on acoustical cues (audio features). Using 15 bipo-
lar adjective pairs as mood descriptions, which were selected
through a literature scan and trial experiments, 100 subjects

were asked to evaluate music pieces of various music genres.
A factor analysis revealed three interpretable dimensions that
Leman et al. namedValence, Activity and Interest, which also
fit to results of previous studies in music mood perception2.

With respect to track selection, Leman’s approach was user
based: 20 people were asked to propose 10 music pieces in
which they recognize an emotional affect and to describe it,
given no constraints about musical style. From the 200 pieces
60 excerpts (30 seconds long) were chosen such that the vari-
ation of emotional content (as described by the 20 people)
was maximized and the musical genres (10) were equally dis-
tributed.

5.3. Current method

The following enumeration describes our approach in obtaining
a ground truth for music mood. Again it will address the issues
described in Section 3 with the⇒ symbol.

1. Type of mood categories (mood adjectives vs. cartesian
mood space): As already mentioned we were interested
in a mood ground truth defining the categories in a way
users will likely understand. In a pilot experiment, in
which we asked subjects to rate music pieces using the
two axes of the affect model used by Lu et al., subjects
- all having musical training of several years - reported
that they had difficulties using these scales. Thus the
pilot experiment suggested - for an user friendly appli-
cation as we are interested in - to aim at a direct classi-
fication of mood adjectives instead of modelling an un-
derlying two or three dimensional mood space, such as
Leman et al. did for instance.
⇒ Understanding

2. Search for useful mood labels (adjectives): We decided
to perform a subjective experiment in order to investigate
what adjectives are best suited for mood classification.
For that experiment we collected 33 candidate mood la-
bels that were taken from or inspired by various sources
as well as our own definitions. This selection comprised
a) adjectives covering all axes and quadrants of Russell’s
two dimensional model of affect [16, 17, 18], b) the high-
est factor loadings of Leman’s mood space [15] and c) la-
bels already used in an application [7, 14]. The intention
of this selection was to find the smallest set of adjectives
that covers all different aspects of mood - say the under-
lying mood space(s) - known from literature as well as
those already used in applications.
⇒ User centric approach, domain coverage

3. Define criteria for “good” mood labels and choose
classes accordingly. The final labels should fulfill the cri-
teria: regarded by subjects as important, experienced by
subjects as easy to use, actually used by subjects during
the experiment, some agreement across subjects when
evaluating the music’s mood during the experiment.
⇒ Understanding, user centric approach, feasibility

4. Ensure a clear understanding of the chosen adjectives:
During a second pilot experiment we experienced that
using single adjectives for the mood scales allow slightly
different interpretations of the scales by different sub-
jects. In order to increase the probability that subjects

2Leman’s first two dimensions correspond with the two dimensions
from Russell or Lu, respectively.
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agree on the mood of a music piece, we should max-
imize the subject’s common understanding (interpreta-
tion) of the labels used. Therefore we provided up to
three synonyms of adjectives for naming a single mood
scale in order to confine the scale’s meaning. In addition
we realized that language is also an issue. Therefore we
asked four native speakers of other languages (NL, D, F,
I) to provide translations of the adjectives and we pointed
them out the importance of being as precise as possible.
During the experiment, the subjects had to have one of
the resulting five languages as mother tongue.
⇒ Understanding

5. Avoid mood changes in the music excerpts: It is known
that mood can change within one music piece, a classi-
cal symphony is a very intuitive example. Furthermore
it is likely that strong changes in musical content (struc-
ture, tempo, rhythm, instrumentation etc.) can also lead
to changes in the perception of the music’s mood. There-
fore we needed to perform a careful pre-selection of mu-
sic excerpts avoiding these drastic changes. We per-
formed this pre-selection both for the experiment look-
ing for useful mood labels (Step 2) and the labelling ex-
periment (Step 6). Experimenting with various excerpt
lengths we found that 20 seconds were long enough to
get a mood impression and were short enough to avoid
the mentioned musical changes. This value lies also in
the range of durations used in literature (e.g., [15]: 30
s, [16]: 20 s). One experienced listener selected the ex-
cerpts such that he did not perceive any strong change in
musical content or he did not perceive a change in the
mood within one excerpt. That means the selection was
based on perception and not on musical (compositional)
annotation.
⇒ Time scale, Class consistency

6. Collect and label material for the ground truth: For this
step we decided to perform a second subjective experi-
ment, in which the subjects were asked to evaluate the
mood of the pre-selected excerpts (see previous step).
The number of music excerpts is much higher than in
the first experiment (Step 2) in order to collect as much
material as possible. But this time the subjects used only
the useful mood labels we have identified in Step 3.
⇒ User centric approach, class completeness

7. Consider only those excerpts for the ground truth that
provoke enough emotions such that a user can assign a
mood label to it. That means we are interested inproto-
typicalmusic material, similar as we required for the mu-
sic genre ground truth. Therefore we add only those ex-
cerpts to the ground truth database that have been judged
by the subjects as “agree” or “strongly agree” on a 7
point scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.
⇒ Class consistency

8. Consider only those music items that were judged con-
sistently across subjects: The individual judgements of
the subjects per track lay all within a certain small range,
e.g. 3 points on the scale.
⇒ Class consistency

9. Ensure that, for each mood class, music from different
(ideally all) music styles are chosen. If a mood class,
say for instance,relaxing music, consists only of music
of one particular style, then there is a high danger that
the classification system will be trained on that style and

not on those aspects which are shared byrelaxing music
from other styles.
⇒ Characteristics, Class completeness

Due to the fact that the perception of mood in music can be quite
ambiguous within and across subjects, our method focusses on
finding those mood labels that listeners can easily use for de-
scribing the music’s mood and on which subjects agree when
assessing individual music pieces. Regarding the material se-
lection, the final ground truth database comprises only those
music excerpts which users are able to clearly associate with an
emotion (above mentioned Step 7). By emphasizing these two
issues we intend to avoid ambiguous cases as much as possible
in order to hold the requirements of well grounded and inter-
nally consistent classes in the ground truth.

But in contrast to the music genre ground truth we do not
aim at obtaining distinct mood classes. This is a result of our
decision to use adjectives for the mood classes. Here we are
confronted with the fact that music can have a number of dif-
ferent mood attributes at the same time, e.g., one music piece is
calm and romantic, another one is calm and desperate. There-
fore we designed the subjective experiment such that the users
did not have to decide between mood labels for one music ex-
cerpt. Instead they had to rate every music item on a number
of mood scales simultaneously. Note that using an underlying
cartesian mood space would allow to construct distinct mood
classes as Lu et al. [16] did for instance, but we refrained from
such an approach as explained above in Step 1. In consequence
we have to make sure that the classification method we will later
implement can deal with non-distinct classes.

5.4. Experience

In fact we are currently in the middle of the process described
above: we just have finished the first subjective experiment
searching for the most useful mood labels. Therefore our ex-
perience we can share here focusses on that experiment.

When designing the scales for the subjective experiment,
we decided not to use bipolar naming of the scales (adjectives
with opposite meaning at each end of the scale, e.g.,sad -
happy). During a pilot experiment in which we used the bipo-
lar naming from [15] we experienced that in some cases (e.g.
tender - bold) the adjectives chosen to be opposite were not
perceived as really opposite. In addition we experienced that
music can contain two “opposite” emotional expressions at the
same time, e.g. a verypowerfulrhythm combined with a very
softmelody. For these reasons we used only one adjective plus
synonyms in order to label a scale and we asked the subjects to
rate their opinion on a 7 point scale from “strongly disagree” to
“strongly agree”.

Another issue regarding the scale design was how subjects
deal with the situation that the music does not express the emo-
tion asked by a scale. Here were two possibilities: 1) A music
track expresses an emotion that subjects perceive as opposite to
the one asked by the scale, e.g. the excerpt ishappy, but the
subject is rating the scalesad. 2) A music track has neither the
emotion asked by the scale nor the opposite one, e.g. the excerpt
is neitherhappyor sad. Since we asked whether the subjects
“agree” with the scale for a track, the subjects were triggered
to select in both cases “strongly disagree” or “disagree”. We
had to consider this when we analyzed and interpreted the data:
the middle point of the scale (“neither agree or disagree”) must
not be interpreted as the music item lying exactly between two
“opposite” emotions. That means this point does not reflect the
zero point in an underlying mood space.
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While the above mentioned issues refer to the design of the
experiment, some further observations we made are interesting
for the further steps, in particular the coming second experiment
and final excerpt selection.

Using the data of the first subjective experiment, our
methodology aims at reducing the number of possible mood
categories. Above we defined (in Step 3 of the previous sec-
tion) criteria for choosing these mood labels from the tested set
of 33. However, it turned out that we have to be careful when
applying these criteria because they mutually influence and also
depend on the whole experimental set up.

For instance, the criterium whether subjects did not use one
label3 depends on two facts: The label was really not useful to
the subjects or there was simply no music track in the experi-
ment that expressed that mood.

Furthermore the data revealed that for every label there
were more tracks that got a (strongly) disagree than a (strongly)
agree. As a consequence it can be that our measure for across-
subject consistency (Cronbach’sα-coefficient [19]) indicates
how much people agree in saying “not that mood” than in say-
ing “that mood”.

A further point is our observation, that about half of the
items in the experiment did not provoke strong emotions at all -
they had no “agree” or “strongly agree” rating in any one of the
labels - although the excerpts had been selected on subjective
ratings of one person. That means we have to collect a quite
large set of candidate excerpts for the second experiment, be-
cause we can expect that many tracks would not pass the final
selection that takes place after the second experiment.

Summarizing our experience so far we have to be critical
in each step of our methodology, especially due to the mutual
influence of selection criteria and experimental set up combined
with the characteristics of the data. It shows that we are still in a
phase of exploring the best methodology for setting up a ground
truth for mood classification. Therefore we can not claim now
that the above mentioned method will be our final methodology
for setting up the mood ground truth database, it might be that
we will be forced by the outcome of the second experiment to
adjust our method. However, it already provides a good start-
ing point and it allowed us to show possibilities for setting up
a mood ground truth following the theoretic recommendations
from Sections 2 and 3.

6. Conclusions
The quality of (music) classification systems is measured in cor-
rect classification performance that is obtained by comparing
the automatically estimated classes of items with their prede-
fined classes, the ground truth. That means the better the ground
truth reflects the users opinion the more reliable the measure-
ment (estimation) of the perceived system’s quality can be. This
paper discussed a number of issues that one should consider
when setting up a ground truth for music classification. Fur-
thermore the examples of designing a ground truth for music
genre classification and music mood classification showed how
the theoretically based recommendations can be implemented
in concrete decisions and instructions.

These examples also point out a number of aspects:

• Approaches can differ quite a lot, dependent on the clas-
sification task.

3Defined as: That mood label has been rated by the subjects as
“agree” or “strongly agree” for none or only one music excerpt.

• The two main steps “class definition” and “track selec-
tion” as well as their detailed implementation steps mu-
tually influence each other.

• During the process, a number of concrete decisions have
to be taken, in several cases they are consequences of
previous decisions or they are determined just by the na-
ture of the application domain.

• Practical reasons or the nature of the collected data
can suggest or even require modification of the chosen
method.

• Both when planning the method as well as when per-
forming the actual ground truth design, one should op-
timize the whole process by critically monitoring and
carefully modifying.

The requirements, recommendations and discussions presented
here are based on our own as well as common experience in the
field of (music) classification. We can not provide a methodol-
ogy in order to quantify the quality of a ground truth itself, nor
did we not perform experiments comparing the perceived qual-
ity of a ground truth databases obtained by using different de-
sign methods. Critically speaking we can not “prove” whether
our methods of designing a ground truth database are better than
methods used by others or whether they are “good” at all. How-
ever, we identified important issues for a ground truth and, in
consequence, we adapted our design methods to them.

In summary this workshop contribution does not provide
the “universal and only valid” method for designing a reliable
ground truth for music classification systems. But it provides
an overview of issues and considerations that contribute to the
“quality” of a ground truth, which itself serves as the reference
for describing the quality of a music classification system. Thus
this paper is intended to give useful recommendations and han-
dles that help in setting up proper ground truth databases for
music classification systems.
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